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ABSTRACT. A tempera te glacicr is defined as a glacier conta ining liquid inclusions in which the concen tra
tion of salts is not too high. )levertheless these sa lts suffice to produce a depress ion in temperature comparable 
with that due to the pressure, and much grea ter than that due to interfacia l energies . Because of this a large 
part of the liquid water present in the ice is not mobile, contra ry to the theory of )lye a nd F ,·ank. D eformation 
a nd recrysta lliza tion is bound to close off capilla ry intergran ular channels, for glac ier ice is usuall y im
permeable. An expla na tion is given of why firn, a t a d epth which me an nua l cold wave does not reach, is 
neverthelcss transformed relatively sudden ly into practically impermeable ice. al ine inclusions will migrate 
with a velocity inversely proportiona l to the poten tia l temperature (difference from the melting point of 
pure ice at the pressure in qucstion) and proportional to the grad ient of thi potential tempera ture. This 
velocity, the sa linity, the liquid water content, and the ice temperature, paramcters which a re a ll functions 
of the d epth, a re calcula ted for a steady sta te in a stagnan t or moving glacier . Under the ac tion of aniso
tropic stresses, isolated inclusions perpendicula r to the maximum com pressive stress will enla rge at the 
expense of their neighbours. If however the two inclusions a re connected by a capilla ry channel, no enla rge
ment occurs, but instead the sa lt con tent decreases, evacuated to the other inclusion. This process would 
constitute an objec tion to the theory of g lac ier sliding by melting and refreez ing a round sma ll obstacles, 
unless new subglac ia l mechanisms were to occur. 

R ESUME . Pemzeabilite, tenellr eTI sallmure et temperature de la glace temperie. ne glace temperee est dcfinie 
comme une glace renfermant d es inclusions liquides dont la concentration en sels n'est pas trop for te. Ces 
sels sufTisent neanmoins pour provoquer un aba issement de tempera ture auss i importa nt que celui du a la 
press ion, beaucoup plus que celui du aux energies interfacia les. D e ce fait une grande partie de I'eau liquide 
presente da ns la glace n 'es t pas vadose, con trairement a la theorie de )lye et Fra nk. D eformation e t 
recristallisa tion doi vent obturer les canaux capillai res entre les g ra ins, ca r la g lace de g lac ier est genera lement 
impermeable. Les inclusions sa lines migrent a une vitesse inversement proportionnelle a la tempera ture 
potentielle (difference avec la temperature d e fusion d e la glace pure sous la press ion consideree) et pro
portionnelle a u gradient de cette tempera ture potentielle. Cette vitesse, la sa linite, la teneur en eau liquide 
et la tempera ture d e la g lace, para metres tous fon ction de la profondeur, sont calcules pour un etat de 
regime, dans un g lacier stagnant ou en mouvement. Sous I'effet d es contra intes anisotropes les inclus ions 
iso lees perpendiculaires a la compression maxima le grossissent aux depens de leurs voisines. Lorsque deux 
inclusions communiquent par un canal capilla ire il n 'y a pas grossissement, mais d isparition d es sels, evacues 
vers I'autre inclusion. Ce processus constituera it une objection a la theorie du g lissement par fonte et regel 
contre les pe tits obstacles, si on ne fai sa it pas interven ir d e nouveaux mecan ismcs sous-glacia ires . 

Z USAMMENFASSUNG . PermeabiLitat, Salzgehalt lllld T empemtllr VO Il temperiertem Eis. Ein temperierter Cletscher 
ist defin iert als G letscher mit ALissigen Einschlussen, in den en die a lzkonzen tra tion nicht a ll zu hoch ist. 
T rotzd elll genLigcn die Sa lze zu einer Absenkung del' T empcratur, die mit d er drucka bhangigen Absenkung 
ve rgleichbar , j edoch viel g rosser a ls j ene i t, di e durch Energieaustausch zwischen den Ebcnen hervor
gerufcn wird. Aus diesem Grunde ist im Gegensatz zur TheOl'ie von :'\lye a nd Frank cin grosser Teil des im 
Eis vorh a ndenen vVassers nicht beweglich . D eformat ion und R ekrista llisa tion mussen die kapi ll a ren K anale 
zwischen den K ornern verschliessen, da G letsehereis nor llla lerweise undurchlassig ist. Eine Erkla rung dafftr 
wird gegeben, warum Firn in einer Tiefe, die von d er j a hrli chen K a ltewel le n ieht erreicht wird , trotzdem 
verhaltnismassig sehnell in praktiseh undurehl ass iges Eis umgewandelt wird. Salzige Einsehlusse wandern 
mit e iner G esehwindigkeit, di e umgekehrt proportional zur poten tiellen T empera tur (Differenz zum 
Schmelzpunkt reinen Eises unter entspreehend em Druck) und proportional zum Grad ien ten dieser poten
tiellen Temperatur ist. Diese Geschwindigkeit, die Salzhaltigkeit , del' Gehalt an Aftssigem \ Vasse r u nd die 
E istemperatur,- Pa rameter, die a lle von del' T iefe abhangen- werden fftr einen stagnierenden oder bewegten 
Gletscher in sta tiona rem Zustand berechnet. U nter der Einwi rkung von a nisotropen Spannungen vergrossern 
sieh iso lie rte EinschWsse reehtwinklig Z U Ill M aximum del' Druckspannung auf K osten ihrer Nachbarn. 
vVen n j edoch die beiden E inschl usse dureh einen kap illa ren K anal verbunden sind, tritt keine Vergrosserung 
a uf, sondern stattdessen nimmt del' Salzgehalt durch Abwanderung in d en anderen Einsch luss a b . Dieser 
Prozess wu rde gegen die T heorie d es G le tsehergleitens durch Schmelzen u nd Wiedergefri eren an kl einen 
Hindernissen sprechen, cs se i denn. d ass neue subglaziale :v1echa nismen a uftre ten wurden. 

D EFINITION OF TEMPERATE ICE 

It is usual to define temperate ice as ice at " its" melting point. Melting can occur at the 
boundary of the solid (ex ternal surface, interface with a liquid inclusion) or at a defec t in the 
solid. The melting temperature which occurs wi ll depend if we are rigorous on the stresses, 
the interfacial free energies, the salt content of the liquid phase, and on the nature of the 
defect. It has therefore not been fully defined , and the definition above is not rigorous. 

15 
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16 JO U RNAL OF GLACIOLOGY 

Another definition could be: temperate ice is ice in thermal equilibrium with a liquid 
phase, but still ought one not to specify on what scale there is thermal equilibrium ? Is 
pure ice entirely at - 0. 1°C through a glacier 155 m deep and in equilibrium with pure 
water at its lower surface to be described as temperate ice? 

A definition which seems to be better is : Temperate ice is ice which contains within it a liquid 
phase (whether the liquid inclusions communicate or not) and which is in local equilibrium with it. 
It is in effect the existence of these heat sources (or sinks of cold) dispersed through the ice 
which the liquid inclusions in the course of freezing provide, which gives temperate ice its 
peculiar character. 

Such a definition excludes the example given above, but includes on the other hand sea 
ice usually regarded as cold, since it contains brine inclusions. One could also call this 
temperate ice, at least while the temperature is above about _ 8°C, and a third phase has 
not appeared, i .e. a crystalline deposit of salts within the inclusion. In fact most of the 
considerations which follow apply eq ually to saline ice which is moderately cold, at least 
qualitatively. But we shall be more restrictive, and will add the further condition that for 
ice to be called temperate the concentration of salts in the liquid phase should not be too 
high . One can therefore calculate the melting point using the classical formula valid for 
dilute solutions. 

VVATER CONTENT I N T H E ICE OF TEMPERATE GLACIERS 

I ce in Alpine glaciers and glaciers in similar climates is temperate. In their accumulation 
areas the firn in summer is soaked by liquid water. Because of the water which capillarity 
retains in the firn , the cold wave has a definite front. It does not penetrate more than 15 m 
(at 3550 m a.s.l. in the French Alps). At the base of the glacier geo thermal hea t melts about 
I cm of ice per year. Inside the glacier heat is generated by the deforma tion. It is thus 
normal for all the glacier to be temperate, and this characteristic persists down-glacier 
because the winter snow cover is thick and the mean air temperature is positive there. 

Annual variations in the liquid water content are to be expected. This has been verified 
for me by Joubert (1963). A calculating error was corrected by L1iboutry (1964- 65, Tom. I , 

p. 108). More precise measurem ents were made by Dupuy (unpublished ). It varies from 
o to 0.6 % in the accumulation area, 0 to 1.7 % in the ablation area. Further, in the same 
accumulation area studied by Joubert, Vallon (unpublished ) found a correlating variation 
in crystal size, the water content being higher where the crystals were smaller. 

''''e have known since Renaud 's measurem ents of conductivity (Renaud, [1952] , 1958) 
that glacier ice contains saline inclusions, and that these are concentrated around the edges 
of the grains. The concentration of ions in falling snow is very variable as seen in Table 1. 

For snow in the Soviet Union a total of 1.29 milliequivalents per litre was found , which is 
doubtless a maximum value ( I equivalent = I mole per valence of the ion). GOl·ham (1958) 
measured global contents of 0.07 to 0.25 milliequivalents per litre, fluctuating with depth, 
in NordaustIandet (Svalbard). It is probable that there are annual variations in this content, 
because the hard frost (rime) which is preferentially deposited on the firn at certain periods 
in the year is very rich in salts. 

TABLE 1. REPORTED VALUES OF SA LT CONCENTRATIO N IN SNOW PREC IPITATI ON 

Na+ Cl- SO.- -
Location p.g kg- ' p.g kg- ' p.g kg- ' Riference 

Greenland 17·7-63·5 84- 271 420- 720 Federer (unpublished) 
Glacier de St Sorlin (Alps) 5 12- 557 2690- 3030 Dupuy (unpublished) 
U.S.S.R. 5 120 5460 9 170 Chilingar (1956) 

C03H N03- Ca++ Mg++ NH4+ 
U.S.S.R. 18200 1700 4 820 1740 210 Chilingar (1956) 
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P E RM E A B I L I T Y O F T E MP E R ATE I CE 

L OCA LIZATIO N O F THE LIQUID PHASE 

\Vhen local equilibrium is achieved, i t has been accepted since the work of Steinema nn 
(1958) that liquid inclusions a re situated at four-grain intersections. This has recen tly been 
denied by Nye and Frank (in pres ) . I t would be true if the con tact a ngle between ice and 
wa ter <p were grea ter than 60°. The inclusions would then have the form of tetrahedra with 
spherical faces, convex on the ou tside if <p > 70° 32', concave on the outside if 
60° < <p < 70° 32' . But since <p = 10° to 30° (K etch am and H obbs, 1969), the faces must 
be concave non- pherical surfaces a nd the vertice of the tetrahed ra extend into capilla ry 
channels a long three-grain intersections joining neighbouring incl u ion . Because of this the 
ice should be permeable. 

This reasoning is based on the va riation of the freez ing point because of solid-liquid in ter
facial energy YSL. If r, a nd rz are the principal radii of curvature of the surface (positive for 
a convex surface), Pi the density of ice, T the absolute temperature a nd L the la tent heat of 
fusion, 

I).T = -- -+- . T YSL (I I) 
Lpi r, rz 

(I) 

The most stabl e inclusion will be tha t for which I). T is a minimum . If a second inclusion is 
presen t in its neighbourhood , t:,. T will be higher there a nd so a flux of hea t will occur. This 
will correspond to m elting a wund the first incl usion and freezing a round the second. 

'Ne note that, as the liquid occupies less volume than the olid from which it com es, a 
vapour bubble will form in the first inclusion, a nd a t its surface a deviatoric stress will appear 
close in magnitude to the pressure in the ice p. On the other hand in the second inclusion 
the increase in volume will produce a much higher devia toric slI"es . These very local stresses 
will cha nge the freezing point in a ense which opposes the process which pwduced the 
stresses. The speed of temperature equalization will therefore be contwlled not only by the 
therm al conducti vity of ice but a lso by the stress relaxation. 

Fig. I . Different ty/Jes of liquid illclusions ill po()'c~ystallille ice. 

In order of increasing stability, we shall therefore find (Fig. I) : 
(a ) lntracrystatline inclusions with convex surfaces, for which I). T > o. As YSL is lower when 

the interface lies in the crystallographic plane (0001 ) than when it is in a plane parallel to the 
optic axis (( I 120) for example), intracrysta lline inclusions will have the form of discs flattened 
in the basal plane. These are Tyndall }lowers. 
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18 JO U RNAL OF GLACIOLOGY 

The value of YSL is in effec t connected to the solid-solid surface energy by the relation 
(Nye and Frank, in press) 

YSL = YSS/2 cos (</>/2) ~ 0·5lyss 
where yss is equal to the difference of the free energies a t the crys tal bounda ries calculated by 
Yosida (1967). It is about 2.5 X IO- Z J m - Z for the (000 1)/( 1120) interface. Based on J acobi 's 
nucleation experiments, Dufour and D efay (1963) found a m ean val ue for the surface energy 
YSL = 2.38 X IO- Z J m - Z a t o°C. From crys tal growth experiments Hardy and Coriell (1968) 
found a mean value for faces parallel to the c-axis of YSL = 1.6 X I o- Z J m- Z. From this one 
deduces for the basal plane YSL = 3.94 X IO - Z J m - Z. 

(b) Very flat inclusions at the surface separating two grains. The temperature rise will be very 
slight in this case because of their la rge curvature. The two interfaces j oin each oth er along 
a dihedral angle <p . 

(c) Air bubbles, with very small curva ture compared with tha t of the inclusions, covered 
with a water film. t:..T ~ o. 

(d ) Inclusions at fo ur-graill and three-grain intersections as described by Nye and Fra nk. 

P E RMEA I3ILlTY OF TEMPE R AT E I CE 

The permeability of ice due to capillary cha nnels existing along three-gra in junctions was 
much debated in the last cen tury. It was called upon to expla in the growth of crys tals or 
the deformation of ice, at a period when the deform a tion a nd recrys ta llization of solids was 
no t known. A survey of this discussion was given by Forel (1887) a nd summarized by 
Lliboutry (1964- 65, T om. I , p . 11 2- 13). 

Agass iz (1847), the Schl agintweit bro thers (Schlagintwcit and Schlagintweit, 1850), 
Ber tin (1866), Grad (1867) and Grad and Dupre (1869) observed that dye could penetrate 
ice, particula rly blue ice (very low in air bubbles) in the top few metres of a glacier a nd in 
crevasse fi elds (ice in a sta te of tension). Hugi (1843), Huxl ey (1857), H agenbach-Bischoff 
(1882 P.348) a nd Forel (1887) found that it did not in regions of compression or in the walls 
of a na tural cave a t the bottom of the Glacier d 'Aro!la. 

M ore recently Carol (1947) made observations rig ht at the bedrock, in front of a bedrock 
protrubera nce (where ice deformation is in tense and there is therefore a significan t release of 
hea t internally in the ice) and found water being squeezed from the compressed ice. Accord
ing to H. O eschger (personal communication), the composition of air bubbles a t the front of 
the Grosser Aletschgletscher can be explained if it is assumed that the ice has been in con tact, 
since i ts forma tion, with its volume of wa ter, which implies a certain circula tion of wa ter 
within the glacier. 

As has been stated above, Nye a nd Frank (in press) conclude that glacier ice is permeable. 
Assuming tha t all liquid inclusions are of type (d ), the liquid wa ter con tentfshould be rela ted 
to the mean radius of the capillary channels R a nd the mean grain diameter a by the following 
equation, deduced by Frank (1968) using a model in which the crys tals are semi-regular 
truncated octahedra (bounded by 8 hexagons a nd 6 squares, sides all equal to 2 }a/4 ) 

f = 67T2!(R /a)Z, 

so that R ~ 200 /Lm when f = IO- Z and R ~ 60 /Lm whenf = 10- 3. (3) 

V ertically there are four channels inclined at 45 ° crossing an area aZ parallel to the square 
faces. The water flows under the effect of a pressure gradient dp/d z = (Pw - p)g (where pw 
is the density of water and p is the overall density of the glacier ice), in accordance with 
Poiseu ille's law, so that the outflow p er unit area in height. of water per unit time 

7TR4 (pw - pi )gfZaZ 
q = 231zaz (pw - Pi )g = 6407] • (4) 
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PERMEABILITY OF TEMPERATE ICE 

For pure water at ooe , Tj = 0.0I79 P = 0.565 X 10- 15 bar year, and (Pw - p)g = 10- 2 

bar m - I. Taking a = 10- 2 m , we find a vertical outflow of percolation water of2.8 m year- I 
if! = 10- 3 and 280 m year- I if! is 10- 2 • 

Such high values for the water flowing through the glacier seem highly improbable; one 
should hardly ever see melt-water treams at the glacier surface. All the summer melt water 
when it is formed could flow direc tly to the rock bed through intergranular pores. 

If this picture were true, in a very short time the glacier would be riddled with vertical 
holes throughout its thickness under the effect of Newtonian energy liberated by this percola
tion water. The heat released in a time dt per unit length (in m echanical units) is pwgQdl, 
and would increase the radius by dR where 

or 

where 

PiL27TR dR = pw(pw - p)g27TRZ dt /8Tj, 

dR/dt = R3/a . 

If Ro is the radius at time t = 0, 

(5) 

(6) 

(8) 

The radius becom es infini te, and the whole glacier would be m elted after a tim e a/2Roz 
or, for Ro = 60~m , after 4 years! The ice at the snout of the Grosser Aletschgletscher, accord
ing to H. Rothlisberger (personal communication) is 500 to r 000 years old. For this process 
to remain negligibl e a/2Roz would have to be > 500 years, or R o < 5~m and! < 7 X 10- 6. 

It is thus clear that some important factor must have been omitted by Nye and Frank in 
their analys is. The fact that the capillary chal1fl el a re not circular bu t triangu lar cannot 
change the order of magnitude of the results. 

One can therefore think of obstacles crea ted by air bubbles, as suggested by the old 
observations. Glacier ice contains at least e = I to 2% of a il" (by volume). As a result of 
recrystall ization , the position of the capillary channels, situated at three-grain bounda ries, 
has no longer any correlation with the location of air bubbles. On average in I m of length, 
the channel will traver e e m etres of air. If D is the arithmetic mean of bubhle diamete rs, 
the intersection of one bubble will have an average a length of 2D/3, and the column is 
therefore cut 3e/2D times . The length of the water columns is therefore on average 2D/3e. 
Everywhere where the water column is split up in this way, air-water menisci appear, more 
concave at their upper extremity than at their lower (Fig. 2a) . The capillary pressure 
difference can in general compensate the pressure difference (pw - p)g 6. ;::. T o put it another 
way, capillary forces can suspend the column of water. 

However, the water may be able to find another path downwards (Fig. 2b) . For this it 
is sufficient that 2D/3e be significantl y larger than the mean length of crystal edges. Tha t is 
certainly the case if D is of the order of 1 mm . Air bubbles do not therefore constitute the 
obstacle to wa ter flow that we are looking for. 

I believe that we have to appeal to the deformation and continuous recrys talliza tion of the 
ice for a blockage of the channel . The deformation of temperate ice, despite the geometrical 
incompatibility of the deformations within the individual grains, occurs thanks to melting 
and refreezing at grain boundaries caused by very local but very high stresses which occur 
there. (This seems to be established even for mean ice temperatures significantly negative 
(Barnes and Tabor, 1968 ; Mellor and Testa, 1969[aJ , [bJ ) . At the crystal boundary we should 
not think of there being, properly speaking, a free water film flowing according to Poiseuille's 
law, but rather a liquid-like layer analogous to that which has been suggested for the surface 
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20 JO U RNA L OF GLACIOLOGY 

of isolated crystals (Drost- Hansen, 1967 ; J ellinek, 1967). It is here that the dislocations 
moving out of the crystal during plastic deformation disappear. Although the outflow from 
this liquid-like layer is probably completely negligible compared with that of a capillary 
channel, it could be sufficient to lower the pressure in certain places along the channel without 
the channel diameter having to increase. Thus refreezing could cause blockage of the channel. 

In other places, the diameter of the channel having become, as a result of deformation 
less than the thickness of this liquid-like layer of high viscosity, it would find itself practically 
obstructed. One can even talk of sintering having formed a bung of ice. 

Finally in other places it is recrys taIlization which, by making certain crystals disappear, 
can transform capillary channels between three crys tals into inclusions between two crystals, 
a nd the latter into inclusions within a sing le crys ta l. 

~/ M.--

M--- (a) 

Fig. 2 . Separation of capillary channels by air bubbles. 

These three processes (and possibly others not mentioned here) deserve experimental 
study. This will be difficult because it is necessary to superimpose a hydrostatic pressure on 
the specimen. Without this deforma tion produces microcracks (Gold, 1963) . These micro
cracks will acquire liquid water, a nd this will modify the processes which normally exist 
deep within a glacier. 

I ce is thus permeable at any given time for a distance of several grains, bu t over the whole 
glacier its permeability is negligible. It cannot be modelled by a porous medium to which 
Darcy's law can be applied. Accepting that R = 5 f-Lm (which is, as we have seen, a 
maximum), the water percolating through the glacier is no more than 0.0 12 cm year- I. As 
time proceeds some channels close, others open. It is the deformation of the ice at the scale 
of the individual crysta ls which controls the downward movement of water. 

On the other hand, there is doubtl ess a lot of water included in the ice other than at three
or four-grain boundaries. \Ve shall return to this point later. 
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TRANSFORMATION OF FIRN rNTO IMPERMEABLE ICE 

In cold glaciers in the percolation zone melt water refreezes at the contact with cold ice 
giving superimposed ice that is completely impermeable unless it is exposed at the surface. 
Nothing of this sort happens in a temperate glacier. \Ve were therefore very surprised when 
coring firn in the Mont Blanc Mas if, at about 3550 m a.s.l. , to observe at about 30 m depth 
a sudden change from firn to layers of ice separated by layers of firn aturated with water 
for about I m followed by ice which was compact and apparently impermeable. A the 
accumulation was on average 2.7 m of water equivalent per year and the mean density of 
the firn about 0.63 Mg m-J, this horizon was no more than about 7 years old. It always 
occurred at the same depth. The winter cold wave, as we have said , never penetrated beyond 
15 m. 

It is not freezing of water which ob tructs the capillary channels which are very abundant 
in the firn, it is the flow of ice. The firn grain are subjected to the pressure of 30 m of firn 
above them, whereas the interstitial water is at atmospheric pres ure. 

Nye (1953) ha given the theory of the clo ure of a circular hole under the action of a 
hydrostatic pressure p acting on the ice. Assuming Glen's law between the effective shear 
stress T and the effective shear strain-rate y 

y/2 = (-t/A )" 

he found that the radius R decreased at a rate R given by 

R/R = - (p/nA )n. 
If b is the specific net balance in metres of water per year and s the area of ice in a unit 

section offirn, the pressure which is applied to the firn t years after its deposition is p ~ o. I bt/s. 
To a first approximation we can take s = I, n = 3, A = 0.8 bar year- I!3 and 

R/R = - (o.r bt/2.4 )J, 

In (R/Ro) = -(6fb)(bt/24 )4. 
(9) 

( 10) 

The obstruction will thus be very rapid when bt ~ 24 m. If in the firn originally 
Ro = 0.3 mm (i.e. s of the order of 5% and a porosity of the order of 15%) , the following 
results are obtained 

Age 
D epth 
R 

year 
m 

f-Lm 

5 
22·7 
5' 

At that point the ice has become very poorly permeable, and can no longer pass the 
abundant melt water, which has to flow off down-glacier, staying at the base of the firn. 

I NFLUENCE OF STRESS AND SALINITY 

The equilibrium temperature of an ice- water interface is 

8 = _ T (~_~) p_ RTzC + Ty L (~+~) 
L Pi pw L LPi TI l z 

= - Ap-A'C+ A" (~+...:) 
r l r2 

( I I ) 

where p is the pressure in the liquid phase, equal to the stres in the solid pha e perpendicular 
to the interface (we shall return to this point), C i the number of saline ions per kilogramme of 
water. It must be small for this formu la to hold. Using the values T = 273.2 + 8 ~ 273 deg, 
L = 3.34 X r0 5 J kg- I, Pi, the density of pure ice, = 0.9 168 Mg m -3, pw, the density of the 
liquid phase ~ I Mg m - 3, R = 8.32 J deg- I, YSL = 0.0[6 to 0.0394J m- z, we get A = 0.0074 
deg bar- I, A' = 1.86 deg mole- I kg, A" = 2.12 X 10- 8 deg m. 
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22 J O U R N AL OF GLACIOLOGY 

In a mountain glacier, p is of the order of 0 to 30 bar. W e have said that the salt conten t 
of the ice is of the order of 10 - 4 ions per kg, and i ts water con ten t of the order of 10- 2 to 10- 3. 

Thus C = 10- 2 to 1 0 - 1 • The tempera ture depressions due to the hydros tatic pressure in the 
ice and to the salinity can both reach some tenths of a degree. For the third term to be of the 
same order of m agnitude, there would have to be radii of curvature of the surface of the 
order of o . I /Lm, a value which we have said is impossible because of sintering phenom ena. 
I t is thus always a very small term compared with the other two. 

Everything which we have said above concerning the relative stabili ty of differen t kinds 
of inclusions is therefore onl y valid if the salt concen trations are the sam e in all inclusions. 
I ntracrystalline inclusions can therifore exist in a perfectly stable state, i t is sufficien t if their salt 
concentra tion is sligh tly greater tha n tha t of the water a t the junctions of three or four grains. 

VVe shall proceed to study the behaviour of isolated inclusions wi thout considering the 
interfacial energies as dominant. 

I SOLATED LIQU ID INC LUSIO S IN STAG. ANT ICE 

In a m ass of stationary ice, the stresses are iso tropic and equal to p = pgz in all directions. 
Brine inclusions must have the same salt concen tra tion unless their temperature is to be 
differen t. There would then be m elting around the more saline inclusions, refreezing around 
the less saline, by the processes described above. The tempera ture will therefore become 

(J = - Ap - A'C. (12) 

As long as there are salts p resent, the qua ntity ( (J + Ap ), which I propose to call potential 
temperature must be nega tive. 

But this refers to a local equilibrium. On a larger scale, the inclusions are subject to a 
pressure gradien t (I bar j I 1.5 m ), and to a tempera ture gradien t. This tempera ture gradien t 
is not necessarily tha t which would be observed in the absence of salts, I degj I 550 m , and 
we must calcula te i t. 

In a significan t temperature gradient, inclusions will migrate towards the warmer region. 
T his process has been studied in sea ice by vVhitman (1926), Kingery a nd Goodnow ( 1963) 
a nd H oekstra and others ( 1965), theoretically a nd experimenta lly with good agreem ent. 
W e shall make a calcula tion taking account of the pressure gradient, a nd show that what 
enters is not the tempera ture (J but the potentia l temperature (J + Ap = (J'. 

The warm side of the inclusion melts, the cool side refreezes. The resulting concentra tion 
gradient which resul ts within the inclusion is com pensated by a flu x of salt diffusing from the 
cold to the wa rm side. Let us suppose that the temperature gradient is vertical a nd take the 
z-axis vertical downwards. The number of equivalents of salt diffusing per unit time is 

dn dC 
- = - D-. (13) 
dt dz 

For the sal t ions of sea ice D = 0.0765 m 2 year- I. 
During time dt , over unit a rea, a volum e d V of ice tra nsforms into brine, by melting and 

acquiring dn = C d V equivalents of sal t. The speed of the inclusion is 

d V I dn D dC 
v = dt = C dt = - C d z ' (14) 

From Equation (12 ) one deduces, introducing the potential temperature, that 

dC d(J' 

C (J . (15) 

Since dpjdz = pg, 
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The velocity of migration is thus independent of the size of the inclusions; all the liquid 
phase moves en bloc with respect to the ice. 

\tVhen there i local equilibrium, the concentration C of the inclusions is equal to the 
number of equivalents per kilogramme of ice n divided by the water content of this ice (kg of 
water per kg of ice). We shall call this latter quanti ty W to distinguish it from the mobile 
water considered by Nye and Frank. Equation (12 ) can then be written 

e' = - A'n/w . 

Solution of this problem for the complete thickness of the glacier involves using equations 
expressing conservation of heat and conservation of salts. \ Ve shall only write them for the 
steady state . In unit time across a section perpendicular to the z-axis of unit area there passes 
a flux of salts vn and a heat flux - K de/d z + vwp(cIV - ci) e, where Cw is the specific heat of 
the saline water, Ci the specific heat of ice. These fluxes must be conservative, so 

d (vn)/d z = 0 

d 2 e d (vw e) 
- K -cl + p(Cw-Ci) -d-' 

Z2 z 
If k and n are two constants 

Vll = k 

de 
- K dz + p(Cw-Ci)VW e = constant. 

Eliminating v between Equations (16) and (20) 

ke' 
n = 

D (de' /d z.)' 

This expression substituted in Equation (17) gives 

A 'n A 'k 
W = - 0' = D (de' /d z ), 

( 18) 

( 19) 

Note that nand W must be positive and e' negative; k and de'/dz must have the same sign. 
Substituting the values of v and w in Equation (21 ) finall y gives the equation for e'. The 

constant of integration, which becomes the value of de' /d z for z = 0 , can be expressed in 
terms of the liquid water content for z = 0 , or Wo, using Equation (23) . W e obtain 

where 

de' z kA' 
- - kE-+ -
d z - e' D wo 

E = Ap2gA' (cw - ci)/K 
= 3. I X 10- 5 deg2 year kg m - 3 mole- I 

(The numerical value has been calculated a suming g = 1 bar/ I 1.5 m, Ci / Cw = 0.492 and 
K / pCi = 40 m ' year- I) . 

Equation (74) can be written 

de' kA' [ DEWZ] 
d z = D wo 1+ A'e' , 

DE/A' ~ 1.3 X 10- 6 deg m - I. Wo being more than a few per cent and z some hundreds of 
metres, then it must be that e' < 10- 4 deg in order for it not to be true that 

de' kA' 
dz ~ Dwo 
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which would imply that W ~ W o (constan t liquid water content) and 

, kA' z 
e' ~ eo + -D ( e~ < 0) 

Wo 

e~wo kz 
n = - 7 - D 

kA'D 
v = --,-,-----,:,----,-.,..,.-

- e~woD-kA'z · 
(30 ) 

- e~ must be of the order of kA' H jDwo, H being the thickness of the glacier. W e thus deduce 
that k is of the order of 10- 6 and v of the order of a cen timetre per year. 

Because of this migra tion, most of the in tracrys talline inclusions (type a ) will before long 
be cap tured by grain boundaries, becoming inclusions of the more stable type b . T his fact 
explains R enaud 's observations. 

T he equa tions correspond to a steady state throughout a stagnant glacier. The value of k 
depends on the conditions at the lower boundary. If k < 0, the salinity of the ice increases 
with depth, and inclusions migrate upwards, less and less quickly as the dep th z increases. 
If k > 0 the reverse is true. 

I t is possible to find a rigorous solu tion to Equation (24) . Putting (J' = zu the varia bles 
separate 

dz - Udll 

z 
As € ~ A' jDwo, the roots of the denomina tor are 

Uz ~ kA' /Dwo· 

Putting 

Equation (3 I) can be wri tten 

z [
IX f3 ] - - +-

U - U I U - Uz 
duo 

dz 

The exact solution can be written, returning to the original variables and taking accoun t 
of the fact tha t 1X + f3 = I , 

a constant. 

I SO L AT E D I NCL USIONS IN MO VING I CE 

In moving ice there are anisotropic stresses which do not relax, but which re-form as the 
deformation tends to remove them . In this case iflocal equilibrium is reached, the concen tra
tion of salts in fla ttened inclusions depends on their orien tation . 

The temperature is effectively given by Equation (I I) with a pressure in the liquid phase p 
which is higher for inclusions perpendicu lar to the maximum compression (p = a 3 ) than for 
those perpendicular to the minimum compression (p = al )' The former, having a lower 
temperature, receive heat and dilute by melting, while the latter give out heat and con
cen trate by refreezing. If a 3 - a I is of the order of a bar, va riations of volume and of con
centra tion of a few per cen t are sufficient to res tore equilibrium. 

This phenomenon perhaps explains why sometimes in a thin section of ice cer tain crystals, 
having their optic axes in about the same direction, develop numerous visible T yndall 
flowers, while those with their optic axes approximately perpendicular do not (observa tions 
in progress by Rado at the Laboratoire de Glaciologie du C.N. R .S .) . 
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However, the calculation made above concerning the steady state has to be repeated 
taking account of the ice movement and the heat released by its deformation. This time we 
shall ignore the term in (cw - Cj ) which is of secondary importance, and will replace z by Z, 
the distance from the rock bed. Equation ( 16) becomes, the velocity of migration being taken 
as positive upwards, 

11= 

'We shall assume Nye flow, i.e. a thickness H of the glacier and horizontal velocities U 
and V independent of X and r, and a vertical strain-rate independent of Z. 

The mass balance of the glacier being supposed tationary, with a specific balance b 
constant in the zone under consideration , the vertical velocity of the ice is 

W = - bZl pH. 

We shall assume that the new parameters n, W , v, 0' are also independent of X and r. 
The flux of salt through unit area in the three direction X , rand Z will be respectively 

Un, Vn and ( W +v) n. Conservation of ma s of alt can be written for the steady state 

d (Un ) d ( Vn ) d ( Wn ) d (vn) 
---a- + ciY+ ciZ+ d Z = 0, (38) 

or , taking account of the incompressibility of ice (dU/dX + d V/d r + d W /dZ = 0) 

d (vn ) bZ dll 
dZ - HdZ = o. (39) 

Neglecting terms in (Cw - Ci ), and putting C for the pecific heat of the whole system, the 
heat flux components are cpBH -K dBldX, cpBV- K dBldY, cpBW-K dOldZ. H eat generated 
per unit volume is equal to TY = BT n+" if we take for the law of deformation of ice 

y = BT". 

The heat equation can therefore be written 

dzO cbZ dO 
K- + ---+ BT1H I = 0 

dZ z H dZ 

0' being small, B can be considered constant ; 11 being large, T can be replaced by 
TXZ = pg (H -Z) sin e< (e< being the surface slope) . Equation (41 ) can be written, putting 
Cb/2KH = a, 

dzO dB B 
- + 2aZ-+ - (pg sin e< )1H I(H - Z )1I+I = 0 
dZ z dZ K . 

From this we can find dB/dZ, and dO' /dZ = dO/dZ+ Apg, so 
, 

dO' B J ( Z) - = - (pgHsine< )1I+1 exp (- aZ2 ) 1 - - lI+Iexp (aZz) dZ- Gexp (- aZ2 )+ Apg 
dZ K H 

o 

G being a constant which in the steady state of the bedrock is at maximum equal to the geo
thermal heat flux. dB' /dZ being calculated, and hence 0' , one can calculate v( Z ) with the 
help of Equation (36) . Equation (39) takes the simple form 

dn 
</> (Z ) d z + .jJ (Z )n = 0, 

from which n(Z ) and w = -A'nI B' can be found. The integrations can only be done 
numerically. The constants of integration can be deduced from the fact that a film of water 
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circulates between ice and bedrock, carrying with it all the saline impurities . Thus for 
Z = 0 , n vanishes, and since w is certainly not zero, (J' must also vanish. The velocity of 
migration v therefore tends to infinity towards the bottom as one approaches Z = o. 

In practice in the course of rapid migra tion the inclusions will all end up by combining 
into positions (d ) be tween 3 or 4 grains and the ice will become permeable . 

R E MARK O N THE EQUILIBRIUM B ETWEEN W ATE R AND I CE UND E R AN ANISOTROPIC STRESS 

The question of the equilibrium tempera ture a t the interface between a solid under an 
anisotropic stress and water has been debated for more than a century (LaChapelle, 1968) . 
M any of the arguments are either erroneous as a result of confusing local equilibrium, at the 
interface itself, and the equilibrium of the whole system , or else because they envisage 
m echa nisms which cannot be realised in prac tice which compress the ice withou t compressing 
the interposed water film (Lliboutry, Ig64 [a] , Ig64[b] , p. 34- 36). On the other hand 
Thomson 's (1862 ) original argument seems to m e irrefutable. 

According to Thomson, the ice which appears by refreezing will no t enlarge existing 
crys tal s, but will instead form separa te crystals within the liquid phase. This is not necessary : 
if (with the help of numerous dislocations) the a tomic layers abut the existing crys tals, they 
will not initia lly be stressed, but will rapidly become so as a result of creep of the whole m ass 
of ice. This creep tend to make the stresses more homogeneous. 

Thomson's hypothesis is still wi thou t experimental proof; the spicules of ice observed by 
LaChapelle in subglacial cavities a re not, as I see i t, those predicted by Thomson. They 
appear where water under pressure exudes from permeable ice. I do not think they can be 
considered as being formed from water already present in the cavity. 

BRINE I NC L USIO NS I N VA RIO US O RIENT ATIONS W HICH I NTER CONNECT 

Let us consider again two liquid inclusions, one (3) perpendicular to the maximum 
compressive stress a J , the other ( I ) to the minimum compressive stress a I, bu t now let us 
suppose they are connected by a capillary channel. This will be possible if they are situated 
at grain boundaries . T here will therefore be a flow of liquid from the cavity where the 
pressure is greater and equa l to a 3 to that where it is lower a nd equal to a i , at a m ean velocity 
(x being m easured along the capilla ry channel) 

02 da 
It = - --. (45) 

"l") dx 

For a circular channel of radius r, 02 = r2/8. For a very thin film of thickness d, 02 = d2 / 12. 
This flow will carry salts from (3) to ( I) . But the salts want to diffuse against the flow. 

l[ C is the brine concentration, in ions per uni t volume, in the steady state 

d2C dC 
D- = zl- . (46) 

dx2 dx 

Assuming that 0 is independent of x, one can integrate the rela tion obtained by eliminating 
It between Equations (45) and (46), to obtain 

With the values of D and "l") previously given, D"l") = 0.43 X 10- 16 bar m 2 . 

Even if ( a3 - a l ) is exceptionally high as a result of local stresses and reaches some tens 
of bars, it would be necessary for 0 not to exceed some tens of Angstmms for C3 not to be 
extremely small compared with Cl. (For such thin channels Poiseuill e's law of viscous flow 
and Fick's law for diffusion would no longer be applicable). 
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The temperature in the steady state is 8(x) 

8 = -Aa- A'C, 

whence, eliminating a, and since C3 ~ Cl' 

'27 

8, > 83 is necessary for there to be melting around inclusion (3), refreezing around inclu
sion ( I), a nd flow from (3) to ( I) allowing C3 ~ Cl' A final equation can be written introduc
ing the conductivity of ice K, which brings the heat from ( I) to (3). If the size of the incl usions 
is small compared with their separation, the temperature in the steady state at a point r, 
from inclusion ( I) and r3 from inclusion (3) will be 

Q [I I] 8 = 80+-- --- , 
47TK r, r3 

(so) 

Q being the total heat absorbed by melting at (3) and released by refreezing at ( I) . If r is a 
mean radius of inclusions, 

(s I) 

OBJECTION TO CURRENT THEORIES OF SLIDING 

Equations (4S) to (49) remain valid when one considers, on a larger scale, the melting of 
ice against a bedrock protuberance. In "Veertman's theory ( I9S7) in its first and most 
simple form, one considers cubic protuberances of side a and mean separation A. If j is the 
friction per unit area on the bedrock, the pressure difference between the up-glacier face, 
where there is melting, and the down-glacier face, where there is refreezing, is 

a3 -a, = jA2/a2
• (S'2 ) 

The amount of heat absorbed by the mel ting will be, if U is the velocity of sliding due to 
this process, Q = Ua 2 • Putting Kb for the thermal conductivity of the protuberance, 

8, - (}3 = Q /Ka = LUajK. 

In the classical theory one assumes 

8, - 83 = A (a3 - a, ) 

so that 

(ss ) 
and U is proportional to the fri ction . In reality, taking account of the saline inclusions, 
Equation (S4) must be replaced by Equations (47) and (49) 

(S6) 

so that 

As this process proceeds, saline inclusions contained in the ice will be concentrated in 
the cavity down-glacier, reducing its temperature. Rapidly 8r = 83, and the process will 
be stopped. This result even occurs if one considers a water pocket down-glacier from the 
protuberance. This is a serious objection to the theory, since the process of melting and 
refreezing around small obstacles (a < I cm ) is essential for there to be any sliding. 

To resolve this paradox, two phenomena must be taken into account: (a) As a result of 
strong local deformations, the water content will increase near the bottom of the glacier. 
The glacier will become permeable there. Water will exude from the ice compressed above 
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the protuberance, and its production will be greater than LUa, that is to say to that which 
refreezes down-glacier. Melting by the terrestria l heat fl ux a lso increases this effect. The 
down-glacier cavity therefore must have a drain; water does not remain there indefinitely. 

(b) R efreezing occurs against the down-glacier face of the protuberance, the water pocket 
downstream will find itself separated from the protuberance, included in the ice, and must be 
periodically carried away by the moving glacier (L li boutry, (968). 

MS. received I9 February I970 and in revisedfor1n 7 April 1970 
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